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Put Google to Work for You 
INTRODUCTION

In today's digital landscape, having a robust presence 
on Google is no longer an option — it's a must if 
you want your auto repair business to thrive. Google 
reigns as the #1 search engine, drawing billions of 
daily searches from people seeking products, services, 
information, or entertainment.

Chances are, many of these searches relate to auto 
repair services in your area. If you harness the power 
of Google's tools correctly, you can significantly boost 
your shop's visibility in local searches, even if you're 
not a digital marketing expert. 

In this guide, we'll walk you through simple steps to 
enhance your local search performance, effectively 
connect with customers, and enhance your online 
presence with minimal effort.    

We will also introduce you to our state-of-the-art 
Google Optimization Suite, exclusively offered through 
SocialCRM | LocalSearch marketing services. This 
suite serves as an all-in-one toolbox for achieving 
online success, featuring verified review services and 
automated tools designed to help shops acquire and 
retain customers with little effort on their part.
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STEP 1  
Claim Your Shop's 
Google Business Profile 
Taking control of your shop's presence on Google 
begins with claiming your business profile through 
Google My Business. This action ensures that you 
have authority over the information displayed about 
your shop in Google search results and Google Maps. 
Start by adding essential contact details, including your 
shop's name, phone number, address and website.
  

STEP 2  
Leverage Service Categories 
To improve your chances of ranking high in local 
searches, focus on the Service Category — a crucial 
element for SEO. Besides designating "Auto Repair 
Shop" as the Primary Category, include specific 
services in the Additional Categories section, such as  
Auto Engine Diagnostics, Auto Electrical Service, and 
Auto Tune Up Service. You also have the option to add 
custom services in your profile.

STEP 3  
Write a Compelling Description   
When writing the description of your services for your 
Google Business Profile, it's essential to be concise, 
informative and engaging. Include relevant keywords 
related to your services to boost your search results. 
Highlight your unique selling points that set your 
services apart from competitors, and describe how 
your services can solve your customers' pain points.

 
STEP 4 
Include Engaging Photos & Videos  
Profiles with more photos and videos tend to attract 
more clicks and calls. Therefore, upload high-quality 
images of your shop, including its exterior, team photos 
and work-in-progress snapshots.

Ensure that you upload your business's logo as your 
profile photo, and select a compelling image as your 
cover photo. Consider creating a brief introductory 
video overview of your business, or video customer 
testimonials to add credibility and build trust.

Get Started: Google Business 
Profile Management
Local search optimization is the key to higher Google rankings for your shop. By 
leveraging your Google Business profile and shop website for local searches, you'll 
enhance your shop's relevance and visibility in Google's search results and provide a 
valuable opportunity to convert prospects into customers. Ready to get started?
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Your website will drive more local traffic by 
incorporating local keywords, location-specific 
content, and ensuring your contact details are 
consistent with your Google Business Profile.  
 
Make sure that your contact details are prominently 
displayed on your website, including your shop's  
address, phone number and operating hours.

  
Incorporate Keywords Aligned to 
Your Business & Industry 
Effective local search optimization involves 
understanding the search behavior of potential 
customers in your area and adapting your online 
content accordingly. 

Your content should feature keywords aligned with 
your services to ensure your shop stands out in search 
results. Top ranking search terms aligned to the auto 
repair business include: "auto repair," "auto shop near 
me," "mechanic near me," "transmission repair," "brake 
shop near me," and "car servicing near me." 

You can find other valuable keywords by accessing 
keyword research tools such as the free Google Trends 
tool or SEM Rush's Keyword Overview and Keyword 
Magic Tool.

 

Integrate Google Maps into your 

website to facilitate easy navigation 

for potential new customers.

Optimize Your Shop's Website 
for Digital Success
An optimized business website is at the center of successful marketing efforts and 
perhaps one of the most important tools you have to aquire and retain customers.
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Create Localized Content: Utilize 
Blogs, Videos & Social Media 
Crafting engaging, localized content that resonates with 
your local audience is a powerful way to connect with 
potential customers, foster brand loyalty and improve 
your search engine ranking. Diversify your content 
creation efforts by using various formats such as blog 
posts, videos and social media content. 

Publishing informative posts highlighting common auto 
repair issues, maintenance tips or industry updates 
positions your shop as an authority in the field.  
Likewise, posting videos showcasing your technicians’ 
expertise or demonstrating repair processes can help 
build trust and credibility. 
 
Social media platforms provide an excellent avenue to 
interact with your audience and showcase your shop’s 
personality. Developing engaging social media content 
can foster a sense of connection and encourage 
customers to share their experiences with your shop.

 
Foster a Sense of Community 
Connection and Goodwill
Tailor your content to address the specific needs, 
concerns, or interests of your local community. 
Consider highlighting your involvement in local events 
and sponsorships or sharing customer stories. This 
helps create a sense of community and trust among 
potential customers. Involvement in local events and 
sponsorships not only promotes your brand but also 
fosters goodwill.  

 

 

Encourage User-Generated Content 
Encourage your customers to create and share content 
related to their experiences with your shop, which adds 
fresh and relevant content to your website. The content 
can include pictures, videos or testimonials showcasing 
their visits to your shop. 

FRESH CONTENT:  Search engines tend to 
favor websites that are regularly updated 
with new, valuable information. This can 
contribute to your site's authority and 
Google ranking.

SOCIAL PROOF: Positive user-generated 
content builds trust with potential 
customers and help improve your click-
through rates.

LOCAL SEO: User-generated content such 
as local reviews and check-is can improve 
your visibility in local search results and 
map listings.
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Track Your Website Traffic to Make 
Data-Driven Decisions  

Getting visitors to your website is important, but it’s just 
as important to understand how they got to your site. 
Tracking website traffic can help you learn more about 
your visitors’ behaviors and interests and reveals trends 
regarding how they got to your site.  

Tools like Google Analytics and Google Search Console 
can help you track website traffic, user behavior and 
keyword rankings to identify areas for improvement or 
growth opportunities. For instance, if certain keywords 
perform well, consider creating more content around 
those topics.

ORGANIC SEARCH TRAFFIC

CLICK-THROUGH RATES

LOCAL SEARCH CONVERSION RATES

PAY ATTENTION TO KEY METRICS SUCH AS:

Why Google Reviews 
Matter in the Digital Age
Google reviews have become the modern-day equivalent of word-of-mouth  
recommendations that can make or break a business. Not only do they shape 
consumers' decisons, Google Reviews also influence your local search ranking. 
Shops with higher review ratings are more likely to appear in the top search results.  

Google reviews offer invaluable insights into your 
shop's strengths and weaknesses from the customers' 
perspective. Positive reviews, in particular, drive 
new clients to choose your shop over competitors.  
The reviews help you understand what customers 
appreciate most, giving you the opportunity to 

emphasize these aspects in your marketing efforts. 
Negative feedback, on the other hand, highlights areas 
that need attention and presents an opportunity for 
improvement. Use this feedback to continually enhance 
your services, paying attention to recurring themes in 
both positive and negative reviews. 
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Enhancing Local 
SEO Performance 
Beyond the persuasive impact on customers, high 
review scores positively affect your shop’s local 
SEO performance. Google’s search algorithm 
considers both the quality and quantity of reviews 
when ranking businesses in local search results.

A higher number of positive reviews can boost your 
shop’s visibility in Google’s local search listings, making 
it more likely for potential customers to choose your 
shop over competitors' when seeking auto repair 
services in your area.

Showcasing Excellent  
Customer Service 
Engaging with your audience through Google reviews 
provides an opportunity to showcase your commitment 
to excellent customer service. Responding to reviews, 
regardless of their sentiment, demonstrates that you 
value your customers’ feedback and are dedicated to 
providing exceptional experiences.

Addressing both positive and negative reviews in a 
professional manner shows your willingness to listen, 
learn and improve, which can positively influence both 
potential and existing customers. 

Mastering Online  
Reputation Management   

Timely and professional responses to customer 
feedback are critical for effective online reputation 
management. When customers take the time to leave 
feedback, whether it’s positive or negative, responding 
promptly demonstrates your commitment to customer 
satisfaction. 

For positive reviews, express your appreciation and use 
the opportunity to reinforce your dedication to delivering 
exceptional service.  For negative reviews, respond 
with empathy and a willingness to address the issue 
privately. Handling negative feedback professionally can 
turn a dissatisfied customer into a loyal advocate when 
they see you're working to resolve the problem. 

Respond Promptly to Positive & Negative Reviews
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Monitor Reviews, Mentions    
& Social Media Conversations 
Online reputation management involves actively 
monitoring what customers are saying about your auto 
repair shop across various online platforms. Keep a 
close eye on Google reviews, Yelp, Facebook and other 
review sites where customers might leave feedback for 
your shop.  Additionally, monitor social media channels 
for any mentions or conversations related to your shop. 
By staying vigilant, you can promptly respond to both 
positive and negative feedback.  

NEGATIVE REVIEWS

Negative feedback is inevitable, but how you 
handle it can make a difference in shaping your 
shop’s reputation. Respond publicly to address 
the customer’s concerns and offer to take the 
conversation offline to resolve the issue, privately 
and professionally. 

  POSITIVE REVIEWS 

For positive reviews, express your appreciation 

and thank the customer for their kind words. 

Acknowledging positive feedback reinforces 

customer loyalty and encourages further 

engagement with your shop.

Proactively Request Reviews 
from Satisfied Customers  
One of the most effective ways to enhance your online 
reputation is to leverage Google reviews. Actively 
encourage satisfied customers to leave positive reviews 
and testimonials. Implement a strategy to request 
reviews through personalized follow-up messages, 
such as thank-you emails or text messages, expressing 
gratitude for their business and inviting them to share 
their experience on Google. 
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Google ReScore 
Turn negatives into positive ones with 
Google ReScore®. Seamlessly manage 
Google reviews through your SureCritic 
dashboard. Respond to negative 

reviews by sending ReScore requests, prompting 
updated feedback. Transform unfavorable experiences 
into positive ones; the updated reviews replace initial 
negative reviews online. 

Google Reviews 
Leverage Google Reviews to bolster 
your shop’s reputation and attract 

new business. Instantly send personalized invitations 
for Google and Facebook reviews via text, maximizing 
internet visibility. Complement these with verified 
SureCritic reviews through SocialCRM, enhancing your 
shop’s reputation and online prominence.

Suggested Responses  
This feature in LocalSearch streamlines 
responses to Google and SureCritic 
reviews. It offers automated, 
personalized replies tailored to each 

review, easily customizable from your SureCritic 
dashboard. Maintain a consistent online presence while 
saving time. 

Google Campaigns 
Share real-time content on Google 
Business Profile and Facebook, 
promoting offers and announcements 
with specific start and end dates. 

Effortlessly highlight positive customer reviews on 
Google Business in a single click, enhancing your 
online presence through automated content creation 
and promotion.

The Google Optimization Suite from Mitchell 1 from makes it easy for shop owners 
to effectively manage their online presence, engage with customers and optimize 
their search results with a click of a button. The suite is integrated within SocialCRM’s 
LocalSearch services with SureCritic™ verified review services at its core.

MAJOR FEATURES

Drive Online Success with the 
Google Optimization Suite    

MARKETING SUPPORT
With Mitchell 1 SocialCRM, you’ll have a designated 
customer support member available to assist you. 
Each shop customer is assigned their own  
Support Agent, which serves as a single point of 
contact whenever you need help or have questions 
about the program or any other specific features.

Our Agents take pride in forging strong relationships 
with each customer, providing personalized support 
to help your business thrive. 
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Centralized Dashboard
 

Manage your digital activities all in one place,  
including reviews, content creation and online  
management, avoiding multiple platforms.

Automate Responses 
Responding to reviews is easy with pre-designed, 
tailored suggestions. Shop owners can use an 
automatically generated review response suggestion 
based on the content of the review.

Automated Content Creation 
Content creation is simple with automated tools. Shop 
owners can easily generate and post scheduled content 
on their Google Business Profile and social media 
platforms without any prior marketing skills.

Feedback Insights 
The suite provides understandable insights into 
feedback. Shop owners gain actionable insights  
without complex analytics.

Bad Review Resolution 
Advanced tools like Google ReScore make it possible 
to reverse negative reviews. This provides your shop 
the ability to address and rectify any issues in order to 
improve a customer’s experience.  

Training & Support 
The suite comes complete with personalized 
one-on-one support from our dedicated
marketing specialists.   

Key Benefits of the
Google Optimization Suite

Our SocialCRM support member is the most amazing rep ever! He checks in all the 

time and is extremely helpful with everything. He also responds to his emails very 

quickly! He is a true asset and I am so happy to have him as a partner for CFT!

 — Christina H. | Central Florida Transmission Repair

“ “
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Mitchell 1’s Google Optimization Suite is an indispensable all-in-one toolbox for auto 

repair shops looking to boost their online visibility and ranking. By leveraging the 

power of Google reviews and utilizing the suite’s capabilities, you can enhance your 

shop’s reputation, attract new customers and grow your business automatically.

Interested in Learning More?
Click the link below to get started today!

www.mitchell1.com 
 

Mitchell 1, 16067 Babcock Street, San Diego, CA 92127 | 888-724-6742 Find your local Mitchell 1 sales representative: mitchellrep.com 
               © 2023 Mitchell Repair Information Company, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Mitchell1® is a registered trademark used herein under license.                                 
         SCRMPB1023
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